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Chapter I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITION OF TERMS
»
The problem of this thesis is to study the personality
traits of a selected group of office workers with a view toward
determining methods by which the business curriculum could be
improved in our schools.
Definitions of terms used
It should be well to define the terms used in this study.
These definitions will hold throughout the content of this
thesis.
(1 ) Selected group of office workers
This selected group of office workers will include secre-
taries, bookkeepers, and clerical employees as well as office
employees who are probably executive material but not working
in that capacity.
(2) Personality traits
Characteristic patterns of behavior through which the
individual adjusts himself to his environment as an office
employee
.
(3 ) Business education
^
The elements of business education as seen through atti-
^ 1
tudes and guidance in business environment.
^Business education dictionary. Boston University education
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2(4) Curriculum
Course of study or subject matter fields suitable to the
business education department.
( 5 ) Personnel managers
Men or women who are in charge of employing office
workers. In this study 30 representative firms in Boston and
New York were consulted.
(6 ) Bookkeepers
Office workers who do work on the books, but who are not
expert accountants or auditors.
(7) Secretaries
Those who perform typing and transcription skills for a
particular employer, or act as the employers personal assis-
tant.
{$) Clerical workers
Office work performed by a clerk, especially pertaining
to written records, activities of a routine nature such as
keeping records and filing.
THIS STUDY HAS FOR ITS PURPOSE THE FOLLOWING OBJECTIVES
(1) To determine the desirable personality traits of a
select group of office workers, and to determine the object-
ionable personality traits of a selected group of office
workers.
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3(2) To determine the value of personality traits toward
success with these selected office workers.
(3) To determine the influence these personality traits
should have toward improving the business education curriculum.
For some time business men, educators, and employees have
recognized the need of pleasing attitudes in office work, as
well as the skills needed on the job. This study of personality
traits will show how leading authorities in business feel to-
ward this important success factor.
During a lecture of the 5th annual meeting of Delta Pi
Epsilon in Chicago, Illinois the personality traits of teachers
ranked first among the traits studied. This study was judged
by 92 Superintendents. They reported:
Personality traits ranked first in factors relating
to the employability of college graduates beginning
in the elementary and secondary schools as ranked by
92 Superintendents.
The same meeting gave a report from business men.
They reported that from Seventy corporations, per-
sonality traits ranked first as qualities needed for
successful employees.
Abrams, of the Joseph A. Moybim School for Graduates, New
2Orleans, Louisiana has written a book on business behavior.
In this book she has dealt with attitudes, appearances, and all
of the qualities that prove successful on the job. Most of
-1- Delta Pi Epsilon Lecture
,
Southwestern Publishing Company,
Chicago 111., Dec. 27, 1946.
2Abrams, Ray, Business Behavior
.
Southwestern Publishing
Company, Cincinatti, Ohio, 194b
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these traits dealt with the personality of the individual.
Abrams discussed the subject from several angles and gave
pertinent discussions on the following.*^
1. Goals in business behavior
2. Personal regimen
(a) Health
(b) Clothing
(c) Grooming
3. Contacts in business
(a) Words
(b) Telephone conversation
(c) Telephone directory
(d) Sales field
(e) Clerical field
(f) Men and women in business
Abrams gave a list of the points for which the employees
needed to be trained. Since they tie in so well to this study
of personality traits of a selected group of office workers,
they are submitted as follows:^
1. Adaptability
2. Appreciation
3. Co-operation
Courage
5. Courtesy
Abrams, Ray, Op. cit .
,
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6. Desire for improvement
7. Foresight
8 . Generosity
9. Health (good)
10. Gratitude
11. Happiness
12. Honesty
13 . Industry
14. Initiative
15. Judgment
16. Morality
17. Neatness
13. Open-mindedness
19. Punctuality
20. Responsibility
21. Reverence
22. Self-control
23. Self-judgment
24. Sociability
25. Social consciousness
26 . Sympathy
27. Tact
28 . Thoroughness
29. Thrift
30. Unselfishness
Abrams shewed how these points made for success on the job
•.
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In this study business men were interviewed to see what were
thought the outstanding desirable personality traits, and also
to see what were considered the outstanding objectionable per-
sonality traits for a selected group of office workers. From
this study of desirable and objectionable traits, it was worked
out how a better business curriculum could be given to meet
the needs of the employees in the office. It was believed that
personality traits can be improved in our business students.
Abram’s last chapter in this book, Business Behavior ,
dealt with the topic, SUCCESS. For a comparative study the
success factors that she gave are listed (these factors were
judged and given to Abrams by l6l business men):
1 . Energy
2. Perseverance
3 . Health
4. Self-confidence
5. Endurance
6. Knowledge of business
7. Understanding of men
8. Intelligent and understanding wife
MacGibbon states in her book, Fitting Yourself for Bus -
iness:
(1) Personality is a group of things. In certain instan-
ces it cannot even be carried from one job to the other.
(2) Personality is the physical and mental make-up that
..
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7distinguishes one person from another.'*'
These definitions have meant something toward the outcome
of this study. MacGibbon gave these as a business outlook to-
ward personality in business. These opinions will be compared
closely with physical facts as this study progresses toward
the final outcomes.
Lee, in his book, Objectives and Problems of Vocational
p
Education
,
had this to say about Personality in business.
It is a well known fact that more jobs are lost be-
cause of personal traits which result in occupa-
tional maladjustments than result from actual functional
incompetency. Office and store work is done under
conditions which bring people into close association
with one another. Situations which tend to touch
off defective traits arise daily. However compe-
tent one may be, he cannot hope to survive in such
employment unless he possesses the traits which enable
him to meet frictional emergencies as they arise.
There has been much said about attitudes on the job.
Business men and educators admit the importance of personality
traits to the employee. These traits not only affected the
employee, but the reaction of the desirable traits, and the
reaction of the objectionable traits had their effect upon the
employer. He reacted to the desirable traits with a feeling
of their superior training in school and at home; and with the
objectionable traits he saw the lack of training in the schools
and at home. This study has considered these desirable points
H'lacGibbon, Elizabeth Gregg, Fitting Yourself for Business
.
McGraw-Hill, New York City, 1941, p. 3 86.
2
Lee, E. A., Objectives and Problems of Vocational Education
.
McGraw-Hill, New York City, 192$, p. 454»
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8and objectionable points. The recommendations in this study
have provided the teachers with a factual knowledge about per-
sonality traits. From the factual knowledge obtained, a plan
of approach has been worked out to help teachers prepare bus-
iness students for office employment.
Harry Walker Hepner in his book, Finding Yourself in Your
Work, says:"*"
Personality and vocational growth go hand in hand.
Each depends upon the other.
The main difference between many a successful man
and many a failure is not in capacity, but in the
direction of the individuals urges or drives.
Every great or vocationally successful man can be
matched with hundreds of ordinary men of equal or
greater talent but with less push from within.
Strangely, too, many failures have powerful urges,
but their urges are directed toward unworthy ends.
As closing evidence of the need for this study, a state-
ment from Psychological Aspects of Business
,
by Edward K.
?
Strong, Jr., is given:
Another basis for evaluating the ethical signifi-
cance of any means used in influencing is in terms
of the effect upon the development of personality
of both the person influenced and the person doing
the influencing. False information is unethical,
not merely because at that time B makes an inade-
quate adjustment to his environment, but because
when he discovers that A lied to him he mistrusts
A for the future, thus laying the basis for a poor
relationship between the two of them. A relation-
ship bad both for them and for Society, which suffers
from all poor human relationships. Moreover, B tends
^Hepner, H. W.
,
Finding Yourself in Business
,
D. Appleton
Century & Co., Pittsburg, Penn., 1937, preface vii, p. 11.
2Strong, E. K. Jr., Psychological Aspects of Business
,
Mc-
Graw-Hill, New York City, 193$, p. 162.
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9to mistrust others because of A’s treatment of him
and this, therefore, affects many other relation-
ships in which B is involved.
This study dealing with the personality traits of a se-
lected group of office workers had more to do with all em-
ployees than might be imagined. Good traits carried over into
all phases of work. The attitudes and personalities of employ-
ees were so important that a result of good or bad traits were
seen clearly in the office. An attempt was made to correlate
these known facts in everyday teaching and living. By doing
this in schools and business, a great help towards success on
the job of our office employees was attempted. This particular
study of a selected group of office workers had a three-fold
purpose by showing the desirable and objectionable traits as
evidenced by the personnel managers; by showing the need for
employees to have desirable traits that we’ve pointed out; and
how business teachers should improve the business education
curriculum to meet the needs of employees in the office.
-.
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Chapter II
A DIGEST OF SOME RECENT STUDIES
DEALING WITH PERSONALITY TRAITS IN BUSINESS
Many articles, a few books, several theses, and diserta-
tions have been written on the need of personality to make a
success in business. In making a careful study of these pa-
pers it was difficult to limit the study to a selected group
of office workers. Any personality traits that were studied
of the office workers would naturally cover other fields of
employment. This study, however, brought out these traits as
a correlation study of what had been said about personality
traits in general. A few of the studies investigated will now
be reviewed.
Hunt in his Opportunities for Character Education Through
the Teaching of Commercial Subjects^ investigated the major
causes of failure upon the part of stenographic and clerical
workers and suggested some ways in which the school might at-
tempt to turn out a better product.
The 76 business concerns which cooperated in this study,
listed the following character traits. This lack of traits led
to the causes for the termination of employment and are listed
as follows: Carelessness, non-cooperativeness, laziness, ab-
^Hunt, H. C., Opportunities for Character Education Through
Teaching; of Commercial Subjects
,
Master 1 s Thesis. Boston Univ.'
.
1932.
-j'. •
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sence from work other than illness, and dishonesty. Lack of
specific skill s accounted for only 10 percent of failure in work,
wjiile character traits were responsible for ^9*9 percent of
the failures, according to Hunt’s report.
In 1939 Edwards made an interesting study on the relation-
ship between the personality traits demanded by the Employer
and those developed in the schools. ^ In this investigation of
the ratings of personality in business and education, data
were collected from a number of sources. Two questionnaires
were sent out, one to school men, selected in a random fashion,
and the other to employers and personnel directors. This in-
formation was collected from books, periodicals, rating scales,
and a few personal interviews. It was necessary to limit the
study to the occupations which might be entered by students
out of high schools and vocational schools; these occupations
were classified as factory, sales, service, and office occupa-
tions.
The traits most needed for success in vocational fields
were found to be: Ability to handle people, responsibleness,
courtesy, pleasing appearance, self-confidence, initiative,
and tact. The development of these traits, would seem to be
the aims toward which the school should strive to improve.
The increased use of rating scales and the pyramiding number of
^•Edwards, Gladys L., The Relationship Between the Personality
Traits Demanded by the Employer and Those Developed in the Schools
.
Master’s Thesis, Univ. Of Ariz., 1939.
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books and courses on personnel management, in Edward’s opinion,
show that industry has found that it can save money and labor
turn-over by considering the intangible values of personality.
In this study Edward’s sent a questionnaire to 4$ employ-
ers, from whom there were 36 responses. The traits of cour-
tesy and reliability were singled out among the nineteen traits
listed, as being the most important to all the employers. Ed-
wards found it disturbing that employers placed a sense of
humor and optimism at the bottom of the list, however, she
surmised that an employer would doubtless be more interested
in the gainful transaction of his business than in the whde-
some integration in his employees. Tact was third place by
the sales and service group. This should be a valuable gui-
dance suggestion. Surprising agreement was found in this
study on the importance of such traits as reliability, indus-
try, adaptability, and cooperation. The school should put
special emphasis on these work habits very early, not as iso-
lated traits, but as outstanding characteristics of a well-
rounded personality.
The results obtained from the questionnaire sent to 50
principals, wnose names and schools were selected at random,
Edwards received 29 answers, which were of little value to
her except as they represented general tendencies. The majo-
rity of these principals showed personality was favored in de-
velopment by some other means than direct class-room instruc-
tion. Ten favored leaving it to the indirect method of the
I_
36
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general curriculum hoping to gain mature and integrated per-
sonalities by means of a casual approach of all lines. Nine
recommended a positive guidance or activity approach, while
the remaining ten put varying degrees of emphasis on instruc-
tion in the personal characteristics such as voice, dress, man-
ners, social behavior, interests, and responsibility. These
results will tie in very closely with this thesis when the
findings are presented and considered.
It was seen that a great deal of the success of the school
depends upon the personality of the teachers. It was recom-
mended by Edwards that the teachers selection and training
should be considered from the point of view of her effect
upon the students. Since teachers as well as students learn
best by doing, a part of her training should be continued af-
ter she has begun her teaching. There were other recommenda-
tions such as these: that a well organized plan of developing
personality should extend from the beginning of the child’s
school career until he finds his place in the social world.
Broad general traits should be developed early in the school
life. The more specialized ones should be developed along
with the vocational training.
An excerpt from the The Lamp of Experience fitted in well
with this study of personality traits of a selected group of
office workers.
There is no excuse for being impatient. There is no
legal rationing of politeness—no curtailment of smiles.
There is no official ceiling on being pleasant while
J v
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on the job.
Patience has been a trait often mentioned in connection
with the many readings that have been reviewed in this study,
but it had been often considered as part of the outcomes of
adaptability or cooperation and therefore was considered an
element of these traits. The emphasis, however, had been
that patience was one of the intangible traits that must
weigh highly as part of the other traits.
From the readings that have been done for this study, there
was nothing that dealt directly with the personality traits
of a selected group of office workers, which include clerical
workers, secretaries, and bookkeepers. Hence, this thesis and
the studies which have been reviewed above have made a balancec
correlation of the selected group against the studies that
have been done.
Fuller states:
Personality is pleasing and forceful examples of
women in the book world. All must have personality
to succeed.
^
Fuller related about women who have succeeded in the wri-
ting field. Fuller related experience after experience of wo-
men who succeeded because of their pleasing manner of work.
Fuller told of the talented woman who did not have a good at-
titude and had failed.
The revelations that come out of a study of this kind have
iRecipe for Success, The Lamp of Experience, Business Educa-
tion World, April 1944, p. 44
.
^Fuller, Muriel, The Importance of Personality in Business
Bus ia* asEducation World, 11th Yearbook, 1940-41. p. 197
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been very factual, and should be treated by all teachers and
business men as such. If the business teachers concerned with
bettering the product for business would develop these traits
that were found desirable they would be establishing a clear
thinking group of educators as well as business men. Eventua-
lly some of these employees lead to the executive positions or
in the production fields. Service is production and the max-
imum service of all employees is the maximum production of that
group.
William R. Blackler of the bureau of education in Sacra-
mento, Calif. ^ listed assets and liabilities in personality
traits for sales positions. This study has listed the traits
that he gave: Assets
1. Alertness
2. Cheerfulness
3. Cooperation
4. Courtesy
5. Dependability
6. Enthusiasm
7. Honesty
5. Industry
9
Initiative
10. Interest in the consumer
11. Intelligence
12. Loyalty
^"Blackler, wm. R., UBEA Forum Personality Traits, April
1947, p. 37-35.
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Liabilities
13. Memory
14. Orderliness
15. Patience
16. Personal Appearance
17* Poise
13. Sense of humor
19. Sincerity
20. Tact and diplomacy
1 . Annoying mannerisms
2. Familiarity
3. Giving excuses
4. indifference
5. Jealousy
6. Procrastination
7. Rudeness
3. Tendency to argue
9. Tendency to complain
In every study of teaching there was a personality factor
as related by Harper; T,We must remember that, as in most other
activities, intelligence and personality are the prime fac-
tors in teaching success. nl
On the business side, evidence was seen of personality
traits as an important factor. Scholars, business men, and
^Harper, C. A.,”This Matter of Method’/ Social Education
Yearbook, 193&»
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teachers referred to personality in one way or another in most
articles that were written, during this study there have been
found excerpts from numerous readings. A few have been listed,
but the contents of countless others expressed the same thought.
Those who gave additional viewpoints are listed in this chapter.
Chapman gave, in T,Your Personality and Your Job", some very
pertinent facts.
^
He made a very clear statement in the beginning by
stating:
My first impulse was to give this monograph the
title: "Putting Personality to Work". But it
could not be used. One cannot put personality
to work. Bach day your personality is creating in
the minds of those you meet both favorable and un-
favorable impressions. If most of these impres-
sions are favorable your rewards will be success
and happiness; if unfavorable, you will reap failure
and disappointment. Your personality is working for
or against you now.
i
‘hen I thought of the title: "Personality—The Key
to What You Want" . Despite the fact that this ti-
tle seemed a little too much like the patent medi-
cine which is said to be the cure for all human
ills, I liked it. But it seemed only fair to
imply in the title used that we are dealing with
personality only in relation to one’s work. Our
aim is to bring about a better occupational adjust-
ment through personality analysis of improvement.
Chapman’s contacts with large concerns and corporations
make his observations of unique value. Quoting further, he
says:
The United States civil service commission, for exam-
ple, considers the personal qualities of all appli-
^Chapman, Paul W., "Your Personality and Your Job," Science
Research Associates, # 31, 1942, p. 3»
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cants for Federal jobs and gives the following advice.
This is a social world. Most workers must mingle
with other workers. The employee who at all times
can get along with his associates has mastered one
important element of success.
To cite another typical example, U. S. Steel in fil-
ling all executive positions places personality
first in its list of qualifications, and under this
heading it includes the follwoing evidences of per-
sonality: Appearance, Manners and Disposition,
Character, and influence upon others.
Ahe Carnegie Foundation made a startling statement
in saying: On the basis of our studies we find that
technical training counts for only 15 percent in
the success of an individual, while personal qua-
lities count for 85 percent.
The Harvard Bureau of vocational guidance found in
the study of 4,400 persons who were discharged from
jobs that personality factors were the cause of
failure in 66 percent of the cases. Lack of tech-
nical knowledge was the basic reason for the failure
of only 34 percent of the cases.
1
Dr. Donald A. Laird, a psychologist, in his book, How to
Make People Like You
,
says mastery of the details of
one T s calling is not enough to bring a man to the
point of maximum earnings if he has not the personal-
ity to back his knowledge and assist in smoothing the
way to apply it.^
During the course of this study the many substantiated
views of business men and educators on these personality fac-
tors is in direct correlation with what is being done toward
this study. From this study and past studies that have been
reviewed, some direct conclusions were made in the closing
chapters.
Paul W. Boynton, supervisor of employment, Socony-Vacuum
^Chapman, op. cit .
,
p. 3»
2Chapman, op. cit .
,
p. 27.
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oil company, and author of Six Ways to Get a Job , says in sup-
port of the conclusions of Dr. Laird:
Not many people are fired because they lack brains
enough. for the job. They are fired because they are
unwilling to work, or to shoulder responsibility,
or to get along with other people, or to take pains.
None of these things has anything to do with inher-
ent ability. They are all things the individual
could change. Business does not demand that you be
brilliant. It gives you a chance to show what you
can do. Within reason, you just about write your
own ticket.
It is known that personality is essential in business.
The goal being worked toward is a method of developing the right
kind of personality for office workers. Chapman has proved
that personality can be developed by the right kind of train-
ing.
There are many ways in which improvement can be made.
The most effective will depend upon the nature of
the improvement desired. For example, if one does
not enjoy good health, it may be advisable to con-
sult a physician, public health nurse, a dentist,
or someone who can give technical guidance in sol-
ving the problem.
Stating Chapman:
A good personality is a great asset. All of us can
have it, if we are willing to pay the price. The
price is not too high. In fact, once you accept
the challenge of making personal growth, the process
becomes something of a game one likes to play. As
in most other games, the best way to make progress
is to watch the good players and then practice until
the desirable techniques become fixed habits. -*•
Carlson stated in her thesis on Reactions of selected Bus-
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uates:^
Business manners or deportment were given first place
in this need for personality development; the most
outstanding traits to be developed are listed in the
order of their importance, as summarized from the
replies given by these business men.
(A) Sense of responsibility
(B) Courtesy
(C) Office Manners
(D) Attitude toward work
(E) Less confidence in their own importance
(F) A greater desire to work and earn advancement
From Chapman’s and Carlson's authoritative quotations the
necessity of desirable personality traits in business was evi-
dent. From this study the traits that have been considered
most valuable are the ones that influenced the success and
failure of the office workers.
Reference materials and quotations in this chapter indi-
cated the widespread interest in this topic. This study will
attempt to show how interest in personality traits with a se-
lected group of office workers could be improved and developed
in the courses in business, as well as on the job.
Carlson, G. A., Thesis, Boston Univ., Reactions of Selected
Business Men Relative to the Employability of High School Grad-
uates, Education Library, 1946.
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Chapter III
PROCBDJRA USED IN GATHERING DATA
1. Personal interviews were made with 30 personnel
managers or office managers in Boston and New York City to
determine the desirable and undesirable personality traits
which led to success and failure of the selected group of
bffice workers
.
2. An analysis of previous research in the field of bus-
iness education, including books, magazines and theses were
made in an attempt to understand the problems facin'- the
personnel managers and office managers regarding the desirabl|
and undesirable traits with a sele-ted group of office worker^.
In order to get first hand information on this study,
data was obtained in the followih manner.
Personal interviews were arranged with 30 selected offices
in Boston and New York City.
Information was obtained from these personnel managers
and office managers to show how the work was carried on by
these selected group of office workers, anc. What personality
traits influenced their success and failure.
Interviews were arranged by appointment or by callin' in
person to the desired office. In every case the receptionist
was cordial and arranged the appointment. The response of the
interviewer was enthusiastic and prompt.
In selectin'- traits that were to be checked by the inter'
viewee a thorough study of desirable and objectionable traits
..
.
d
.
were reviewed. From this a selected number of traits were used
for their consideration. If the prepared list was not the
traits that were thought most desirable and the ones that were
thought most objectionable, it was suggested that other traits
be listed.
Steps that were taken in interview
(1) The appointment was made, either by telephone or by
calling person.
(2) The call was made at the proper appointed time.
(3) The proper name was given. Then the reason for be-
ing there was explained. In each case it was explained that
the problem was one of reasearch for a master’s thesis being
done at Boston University.
( 4 ) The personnel managers or office managers were asked
to check five of the desirable traits that were thought to have
led to the success of the office employees over the period of
their experience, and to check five of the objectionable traits
that were thought had led to the failure of the office employ-
ees. If the personality traits were not on the list that were
thought should be checked they were asked to add the traits
considered important. From this, in every instance, a dis-
cussion of the importance of these traits was given. In every
interview made, cases were given to substantiate the reasons
given for checking these 5 good traits and the 5 objectionable
traits.
(5) Upon leaving the office a minimum of 40 minutes had
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been spent with each interview. Often times the interviewed
asked for a longer interview. Each one felt that the study
was a pertinent factor in developing desirable office workers.
This was proven by the cases cited during the interview. It
was thought the schools could do a great deal toward develop-
ing these traits and suggestions were made for doing it.
(6) In some cases the lists were not checked at the
time of the interview but were mailed to the respondent.
However, the cases and traits that were considered important
and undesirable were discussed at the time of the personal
interview.
Copy of personality sheets to be checked
Please check 5 of the desirable personality traits that
you consider have led to the success of your office employees
over your period of experience. In any case where you want
to add traits as part of or as of the whole of the 5 traits
chosen, please do so.
1. Adaptability
2. Appreciation
3. Cooperation
4. Courage
5. Courtesy
6. Generosity
7. Honesty
£. Morality
9. Punctuality
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10. Self Control
11. Sociability
12. Tactfulness
13 • Thoroughness
14 • Thriftiness
15. Cheerfulness
16. emotional Stability
17. Entelligence
IS. Enthusiasm
19. Politeness
20. Sincerity
21. Respectfulness
22. Reliability
23. Consistency
24. Interest
25. Personal appearance or grooming
Please check 5 of the objectionable traits that you
consider that have led to the failure of your office em-
ployees over your period of experience. In any case where
you want to add traits as part of or as of the whole of the
5 traits chosen please do so.
1. Superiority
2. Annoying mannerisms
3. Familiarity
4. Giving excuses
.
Indifference5
*.
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6. Jealousy
7. Procrastination
B. Rudeness
9
Tendency to argue
10. Tendency to complain
11. Antagonistic
12. Disagreableness
13. Tactless
14. Unresponsive
13. Offensive
16. Untidy
17. Uncleanliness
IB. Carelessness
19. Inaccuracy
20. Listless
21. Dullness
22. Laziness
23. Discourtesy
24. Dishonesty
23. Work always incomplete
The employers welcomed the opportunity to make this contact
with this research problem. They thought it was a very bene-
ficial study to have made. This was substantiated by the cases
and remarks they gave.
The attitude of most employers was expressed by Hall when
he stated:
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Employers would welcome any opportunity to get clo-
ser to the schools, which, after all, are their
primary source of man-power supply. V/e are eager to
cooperate with the schools in every way possible
.
Every effort was made to reach a representative group of
offices with all types of business concerns. Some of the of-
fices that were contacted had a small personnel while others
were operating on a large scale. It was interesting to note
that the same factors that affected a large concern usually
was the concern of the small personnel. It was noted that
personality factors were felt on an individual basis regardless
of the type of job or size of concern.
One large concern had this to say: Personality factors
in our office employment is the thing we hcve to deal with
most. The way our employees regard their other employees and
the way they dress and manners they have on the job will make
them succeed or fail in a short period of time.
Some offices said they tried to develop the traits desired
in their employees, but too many were coming to them with such
definite negative traits that very little could be done. It
was thought that the schools could do much toward starting the
students off with a knowledge of desirable traits.
To impress the reader of the extent to which these bus-
iness men and women were willing and desirous for the schools
to do something with regards to personality traits of their
^Hall, J., "Bridging the Gap Between School and the Job”,
National Bus. Ed. Quarterly, Oct. 1937, 6: IS.
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office employees, a few excerpts of the interviews are given
here. Some of the concerns preferred not to be quoted direct'
ly for reasons of company policy, therefore no direct quota-
tions have been attached to any one excerpt.
One personnel manager in New York said:
Ky office help needs to be trained in every trait
you have listed, l want to make a copy of your
traits and have them check their own views on their
weakness and then let me check them. They need to
be told about body order and trained to do some-
thing about it. _it is the little things as well
as the big, and 1 think you business teachers can
do something about it.
One office manager in Boston said:
I certainly think this study can have some lasting
results, if the business teachers do something
about it. Why don’t you print a handbook on these
traits so we can get them for office help to study.
If they come to use with a knowledge of our needs
in this respect we can help to keep them on the
right development.
An excerpt from another personnel manager in New York:
I constantly try to find out if the applicant has
these traits, but it is hard to know until they have
been on the job. Very often the girl or boy makes
a very good impression and then he or she turns out
to be very tactless, discourteous and undesirable
tohave around.
Another office manager had this to say:
I need boys in my office that have an appreciation
of what they are doing. They not only need to know
how to operate office machines, but they must have
an appreciation of what the figures mean and inter-
est to develop these appreciations.
These were only a few of the many interesting replies that
were received during the interviews, but they should indicate
the interest ana enthusiasm shown by the personnel men and
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office managers. There was much interest shown with regard
to this study regarding a special course in this one field.
It was stated that it should be started in the business de-
partments of high schools, colleges and business schools.

Chapter IV
RESULTS OF SURVEY
A composite summary of the results of the personal inter-
views will be attempted briefly in the following tables and
definitions of traits as the business men and women defined
them.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION AND LOCATION OF REPLIES
FROM THE PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
Location of
Concerns Interviewed
Total
Number
Replies
Received
Percentage
of Replies
Received
Personal Interviews 30 30 100
Lynn, Massachusetts 1 1 100
Cambridge, Massachusetts 2 2 100
Boston, Massachusetts 20 20 100
New York City, New York 7 7 100
The prompt and courteous replies of 30 concerns inter-
viewed, indicate the cooperation and interest received in this
study. With this evidence of interest it was certainly en-
couraging to hope for unity of purpose between the employers
and the business departments of the schools. It can be hoped
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that the teachers of these office courses will strive to train
these students toward the desirable traits that were selected
as important by the employers. It is further hoped that by
the objectionable traits pointed out by the employers the tea-
chers will be able to eliminate these traits in the students.
TABLE II
DESIRABLE PERSONALITY TRAITS AS CHECKED BY THIRTY OFFICE
EMPLOYERS SHOWING HOW THEY RANKED THE TRAITS AND THE FREQUENCY
COUNT OF EACH TRAIT
HOW THE FREQUENCY
NAME OF PERSONALITY PERSONALITY TRAITS COUNT
TRAIT CHECKED RANKED OF THE
WITH THE PERSONALITY
EMPLOYERS TRAITS
Thoroughness 1 19
Adaptability 2 IS
Cooperation 3 16
Intelligence 3 16
Honesty 4 11
Emotional Stability 5 10
Personal Appearance
and Grooming 5 10
Interest 6 7
Courtesy 7 6
Morality a 5
Tactfulness 9 4
Reliability 9 4
Enthusiasm 9 4
Consistency 10 3
Self-Control 10 3
Respectfulness 11 2
Punctuality 11 2
Courage 12 1
Appreciation 12 1
Sociability 12 1
Sincerity 12 1
From the results of this tabulation it was interesting to
note that some of the traits had the same frequency count
.
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Since the employers were closely agreed as to the definition
of the traits checked, an attempt will be made to give their
meaning of the traits listed.
THOROUGHNESS
It was pointed out by the employers who checked this
trait that they wanted office employees who reviewed their
work. It was stated that too many of the employees do not do
a thorough job. For instance it was cited that a young girl
secretary was anxious to get off of work right on the minute
and failed to turn out a neat and correct copy of a very im-
portant letter.
ADAPTABILITY
This trait seemed to carry the same thought with every
employer interviewed. They wanted office workers who can
change over from one job to the other. This did not mean perm-
anent change, but very often just temporary change during the
regular office routine. It was pointed out that the schools
could do much toward this trait training while they were taking
the different office courses. Further it was stated that if
an office worker could make this change without confusion he
or she would be adaptable to changing of desks, typewriters,
and getting along with other department employees and employers.
COOPERATION
This trait carried the same meaning in the office as was
thought of it outside of the office. The office employers
want their employees to be willing to help the other employees
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when it was necessary. Harmony among all employees was the key-
note to the success of a cooperative office.
INTELLIGENCE
It was noted that this trait carried a lot of interest and
enthusiasm among the employers interviewed. They did not
want office employees with genius minds, but they expected
their employees to have common sense or basic knowledge. It
was often said that the employees must have that type of sound
mind to be able to make progress on the job.
HONESTY
Honesty was one of the most frequently mentioned traits.
Many times the employers interviewed did not check this trait,
as they felt it was a common requirement and was taken for gran-
ted. However, those that did check it were in harmony with the
ones that left it unchecked. It was stated that an employee
must be honest in all of his dealings to be successful. They
must be honest in thought, as well as action.
One employer interviewed cited that in their type of of-
fice honesty became a very important factor when the office
employee was promoted to an executive position. He stated
that at first this trait would go very much unnoticed, because
of the size and nature of the office work. However, when this
employee reached the executive job he would be constantly
checked on this honesty trait. Therefore, it was realized
that honesty was a carry-over to promotion and often is the
instrument for making progress on the job.
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EMOTIONAL S TAB IL ITY
It was commonly agreed that this trait had been noticed
during the war and that it was a carry-over after the war.
The employee without emotional stability wa3 usually nervous
and easily upset. This factor usually led to the dismissal
of that type of employee. The employee with emotional
stability was steady and sound in his turn out of work and
took steps toward developin' the highest degree of pro-
ficiency. It was stated that the schools could study their
students and try to develop emotional stabilities in their
personalities before they were hired for a particular office
job. For instance, many times the employees or students
might need medical attention and this could be given in time
to correct tneir emotional behavior.
PERSONAL APPEARANCE AND GROOMING
This trait seemed to be of utmost importance among all o?
fice employees. It was stated that the way the employees
dressed and groomed themselves had a direct influence upon
the office force and tie employer. It was statea that proper
dress could be stressed in our schools, and particularly in
the business department. It was realized that this w s done
in some courses, but it could work to the advanta e of all
office employees if it was stressed in all business courses.
It was interesting that one of the office managers inter-
.-
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viewed had just fired a girl because of her improper hairdo
while on the job. It was noted that this girl caused discon-
tent among the other employees by coming to work with a fancy
hairdo suitable to that of a model. It was interesting to
note that she was later employed as a model, and seemed to be
well suited to that profession.
INTEREST
This trait was defined very much as interest in any ac-
tivity. It was stated that any office employee must have in-
terest in what he is doing to make a success of that job. Di-
rected interest while in the office was particularly given as
a requirement toward successful achievement on that particular
job.
COURTESY
It was stated that many business are successful because
of this trait. One concern interviewed said that courtesy was
the motto of their business. It was stated that little cour-
tesies like telephone conversation, helping the customer with
problems not related to the business, were very often essential,
and desired. The manner in which an employee handles contacts
with all people in the office seemed to be the definition of
this trait by all of the concerns interviewed.
MORALITY
This trait was closely defined by the employers as the
character of the employee. Many of the office employers inter-
viewed felt that this trait was likened to Honedy and was taken
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for granted. However, many of the employers differed as to the
value placed on this trait. One or two of the employers did
not care what the office employee did when he was not on the
job. It was stated that this was the personal life of the
employee. It was further stated, by others, that they certain-
ly cared about the habits of the employee off of the job as
this had a direct bearing on their success on the job. It was
said that the schools did a good job of training the students
toward morality development, but more could be done to place
maladjusted people in the right environment and jobs suit-
able for them.
TACTFULNESS
It was stated that a person had tact who handles office
problems with ease. It was noted that the person who had tact
on the job usually made a success of getting along with his
superiors and had the respect of his co-workers. This type
of office employee will usually be promoted quickly because
of the desired ability to get things done smoothly.
It was stated by one employer that all of the employees
received a raise because of the tact of one of the employees.
It was noted that this particular office employee handled the
problems of the President of the Company with so much tact one
day, on an unannounced visit, that the raise became effective
for all of the personnel. Doing little or big things with ease
and promptness and saying the right things at the right time
were the definitions given for tact.
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RELIABILITY
This trait was defined as being the office worker who
could be depended upon to do the thing desired of the employer.
One case of reliability that was cited was the office employee
who was reliable enough to open the office and &Iose the office
on time and see that problems were taken care of during the
absence of the employer. The way the employees take respon-
sibility and turn out their responsibilities was the thought
behind most of the office employers when they checked relia-
bility as a trait desired.
ENTHUSIASM
It was noted that the employers interviewed liked this
trait among their office employees. They described it as a
trait that showed that their employees were interested in their
job. By that they meant they went beyond the regular office du-
ties to show their interest. One of the men interviewed stated
that he considered this trait made the employer notice the
progress of the wrorker. It was suggested that students should
be watched for enthusiasm in a subject and advised to con-
tinue in that field. The business men related that they
watched for enthusiasm on the job to know the interest that
the employee had in that particular work.
CONSISTENCY
All of the office managers and personnel directors that
were interviewed did not mention this trait, but the few that
did, made a clear statement of what they meant by the trait.
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It was interesting to note how they all expressed the same
view. They wanted employees that were consistent in their
thoughts and work habits. If they could be expected to do a
good job one day they would be expected to turn out a good
job the next day. The element of being consistent in their
habits of punctuality, neatness, and etc. was mentioned for
success. Being consistent in work habits could be developed
in school as well as on the job, they agreed. They all said
they would like tosee these other traits developed before the
students started on the job. At least it could be developed
to a point where the new employee could carry on without much
direction. The job of inservice training and personality mis-
fits took too much of their time.
SBLF-GQNTROL
This trait was often compared with emotional stability.
However, from the interviews it was decided that the self-con-
trol trait meant this: that the boy or girl who could take
orders and do the job the way the employer wanted it done had
good self-control. One employer stated that one of his men had
to be discharged because he could not control himself to the
point of carrying out the duties the way they wanted him to do
it. Others mentioned that self-control meant the ability to not
get angry on the job, or not to talk back when the ideas of the
concern were well founded and established.
RESPECTFULNESS
It was said that this trait was very much the same in or
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out of the office. The employee with respectful attitudes
would be kind and easy to get along with. It was further noted
that this trait meant that the employee respected other peoples
views and ideas and had self-respect in his own ideas and judg-
ment.
PUNCTUALITY
It was noted that this trait had only one meaning, and
that it meant to get to work on time. However, some of the
employers did not consider it too important in their type of
business, since they expected overtime work ana other consid-
erations from their employees. In other instances it was stated
that it meant more than most any trait toward success. It was
interesting to note that the department store expected their
employees to be punctual where the lawyers office did not con-
sider it to be one of the main traits. It was further stated
that the trait of punctuality often led to other good traits,
and those that were punctual usually developed desirable habits.
COURACE
This trait seemed to be a little confusing to the employer.
It was explained what this trait meant, from the standpoint of
the educator, to be willing to stick a job out long enough to
see if the employment was the kind the employee was interested
in. The employer agreed that this was an important factor since
many office employees did not come into their full achievement
of the job until they had been in service several months. Often
times it was noted that an employer could not judge the employee
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at the beginning.
APPRECIATION
It was interesting to note that this trait was only-
checked one time by the employers interviewed. However, there
was a definite definition of the trait in this interview. It
was stated that the employees needed an appreciation of figures
and an appreciation of the values of the company. Too many
employees did not work with a common sense knowledge of what
they were doing. It was stated that they run an adding machine
or a billing machine without realizing or appreciating the val-
ues they got from the operation.
SOCIABILITY
The concern that checked this trait had this to say with
regard to the need of sociability. That the need for getting
along with others is essential in that type of business. The
office employee must be sociable with the customers. The
trait was mentioned by others but was taken by them to mean the
ability to g et along with people on the job. Others mentioned
that the social clubs of the organization was aneeaed diver-
sion. Many of the concerns interviewed had a well-planned li-
brary, lounge room and athletic activities to take care of
this sociability. In each case they related that this activity
improved the social side of the worker and caused him to have
the required amount of sociability.
SINCERITY
This trait was compared very closely with honesty. It
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was often mentioned that the traits were overlapping, but
it was found that each trait had its place with the different
employees and employers. Careful attention was given to the
interviews to give a definite meaning of the trait and why it
was included in the list. The one office manager that listed
sincerity was of the belief that the workers must be sincere
in their work habits to turn out a good job. Sincerity seemed
to be a carry-over into a well-run job, and one that would
make friends for both the employee and the employer. By sin-
cerity of his employees the company would reflect its efforts
of dealing with itscustomers in a sincer manner.
By defining the desirable traits, as they were given by
the employers, it was found that cases were often the results
of the definitions. However, it was decided that these cases
and instances point out very definitely what the business man
expected of his employees. It was further noted that the
teachers could come to a better idea of the needs of the bus-
iness man. The employers would like to have a common under-
standing with the teachers of what they wanted offered in the
schools, and it was thought best to give a common sense defi-
nition of the traits they discussed during the interviews.
In every case, the employers gave very practical cases
or meanings of the traits checked.
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TABLE III
OBJECTIONABLE PERSONALITY TRAITS AS CHECKED BY THIRTY
OFFICE EMPLOYERS SHOWING HOW THEY RANKED THE TRAITS AND THE
FREQUENCY COUNT OF EACH TRAIT.
NAME OF PERSONALITY
TRAIT CHECKED
HOW THE
PERSONALITY TRAITS
RANKED
WITH THE
EMPLOYER
FREQUENCY
COUNT
OF THE
PERSONALITY
TRAITS
Inaccuracy 1 15
Indifference 2 14
Carelessness 3 13
Dishonesty 4 12
Work always incomplete 5 11
Laziness 5 11
Procrastination 6 10
Superiority 7 7
Tactless 7 7
Dullness 3 5
Tendency to argue 9 4
Tendency to complain 9 4
Untidy 9 4
Uncleanliness 9 4
Discourtesy 9 4
Familiarity 10 3
Antagonistic 10 3
Unresponsive 10 3
Disagreable 10 3
Offensive 11 2
Annoying mannerisms 11 2
Giving excuses 12 1
Rudeness 12 1
Listlessness 12 1
From the results of this tabulation it was interesting
to note that some of the traits had the same frequency count.
Since the office employers were closely agreed as to the def-
inition of the objectionable traits an attempt will be made
to give their meaning of the traits they checked as most ob-
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jectionable
.
INACCURACY
It was significant to note that thoroughness was the num-
ber one desirable trait and that inaccuracy was the number one
objectiondle trait, as these two traits had a very definite
correlation value. It was said by the employers interviewed
that a person could not hold a job and make mistakes consis-
tently. This inaccuracy factor was said to be the result often
times of many of the objectionable traits. For instance, bong
careless, indifferent, etc. might be the underlying causes of
inaccuracy on the job.
INDIFFERENCE
It was explained by the employers that this trait had to
do with the employees attitude toward the people in the office
and the work being done. One of the personnel directors des-
cribed this trait by giving an example of a young man who did
not seem to care what the regulations of the office were, and
consequently had a very negative interest in his work. It was
further noticed that this trait in office employment was very
much like the indifferent student in the schools. It was sug-
gested that by studying this student before he go out of school
a remedy could be established for this person so he would cul-
tivate interest in his work and get over the indifferent at-
titude to a successful degree of .roficiency.
CARELESSNESS
This objectionable trait was cited as being the office
employee with very poor control. That was to say that the
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employee gave very little attention to the type of work being
done and the care of the needed desirable traits to succeed
on the job. It was cited that many employees chewed gum af-
ter being told not to. Often times the real cause for this
was just carelessness, and was not intentionally done. Sugges-
tions were made that by stressing this point in our business
classes, much could be done toward developing desirable traits,
which other wise lead to carelessness of the students and em-
ployees.
DISHONESTY
Again this trait v;as said to lead to direct dismissal
of the office employee. It was stated that this trait we
s
taken as a must on the job, but further cited that many em-
ployees were fired because of a dishonesty trait. It was said
that dishonesty did not only involve money matters, but is no-
ticed in small matters that might be thought of as sincerity
on the job. For instance, the office boy v/as given as an ex-
ample who lied about the reasons for his being late every
morning, while if a sincere approach had been made, his future
would have been reasonably secure on that job.
WORK ALWAYS INCOMPLETE
This trait seemed to direct the attention of many of the
employers interviewed even though they did not check it as one
of the most objectionable traits. It was said that one man on
the job with a very large concern never seemed to get his work
done. He was interested enough, and wanted to do the work well
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but just could not get the work done. He was fired, and it
was found that on the next job he took, the same thing happened
there. It was said that if a study of that individual had
been made, he probably could have been trained to get over
this sluggish habit. The office that told of this man did not
have time to train him on the job.
laziness
The employers interviewed were unanimous on their opinion
of this trait. They seemed to agree that many office employees
were lazy, but that this could often be corrected by making a
study of the employee. The habits of the employee off of the
job usually were the causes. For instance the stenographer
who seemed to be lazy could be very alert on the job if she
would get eight hours sleep instead of four. It was further
cited that many employees were inherently lazy and they did not
know what could be done for that type of person. It was said
that the schools could stress this point in their business
classes and help the students realize what this trait led to
on the job.
PROCRASTINATION
It was said that this trait meant putting off work that
must be done and letting work accumulate to a point where it
was impossible for the employee to catch up with the work. It
was further cited that many employees put off correcting their
work habits, and failed to realize the importance of keeping
up their appearaice habits and general attitudes.
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SUPERIORITY
This trait was cited as being the office employee who
thought his work was superior to others, or that he never made
an error. This attitude caused other employees and employers
to dislike this person. Even if the employee was a good
worker his uperior attitude in the office would oftentimes
lead to dismissal or failure on the job. It was further cited
that many employees do not intentionally mean to leave this
impression, and if they are trained sufficiently they can
overcome this objectionable trait.
TACTLESS
The tactless person on the job was said to be one who us-
ually said the wrong thing at the wrong time, or did the wrong
thing at the wrong time. Speaking out of turn or making some
unnecessary remark about others was the cause of employees
being termed tactless on the job.
DULLNESS
The person who was thought of as a dull office employee
was said to be one that had no interest or enthusiasm on the
job. The office employers did not have the time to find out
why the employee was dull, but thought that the teachers could
do something toward correcting this dull attitude in many cases.
It was further cited that many employers took the time to place
this dull employee in his right field, but many others did not
have the time or large enough concern to take care of their
dull attitudes. One example was given to show how the dull
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employee was changed from one job to another and quickly cor-
rected his dull attitude.
TENDENCY TO ^RGUK
This objectionable trait was noticed in a few of the of-
fices interviewed and was said to be a reaction of one person-
ality on another in most cases. It was further cited to be
a very poor trait and one that most employees could overcome
through a directed thinking program. In most cases the per-
sonnel managers and office managers thought that it was often
times the cause of the employers and if they handled the em-
ployees right that this could be corrected on the job without
much difficulty.
TENDENCY TO COMPLAIN
It was noticed that most of the employers interviewed said
that many of the employees had a tendency to complain very much
like the people in the service; they just wanted something to
gripe about. They went further to say that griping and com-
plaining in the service would not get you out, but complaining
on the job would get you out quickly, and that was the reason
for its imjortance on the job.
UNTIDY AND UNCLEAN
It was interesting to note that these two traits were
checked the same number of times by the employers, and it was
significant that the employers thought their meaning was prac-
tically the same. The person who does untidy work is usually
a person who has unclean habits. They said that these two
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traits go hand in hand. If a person is untidy with his work
habits, he tends to be unclean in his dress habits. It v/as
cited by a few that unclean talking on the job is not toler-
ated by an efficient office manager.
DISCOURTliiSY
In one of the offices interviewed this trait was the one
that led to most failures because their business was built on
countesy. A discourteous person v/as one that lacked kindness
and understanding of other people. It was conceded that dis-
courteous employees were not popular with their coworkers or
employers
.
FAKILLJtITY
This objectionable trait v/as cited as being the office
employee that tried to pry into the personal affairs of the
other employees or the secretary trying to pry into the em-
ployer’s affairs. It was further cited that office employees
must learn to tend to their own business and handle other bus-
iness matters with concealed confidence.
ANTAGONISTIC
This trait seemed to have a very definite definition,
and that was the same definition that was thought of out of the
office. The person who has a haughty attitude toward the work
being done, and a haughty attitude toward the people in the
office was said to be antagonistic. The person who v/as con-
stantly stirring up trouble in the office was cited as a good
example of an antagonistic office worker.
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UNRESPONSIVE
A case was given on this trait that explained it very
well. The girl who was constantly advised about her work
habits and seemed to have not the least desire to correct
those habits. It was explained that the person who is unre-
sponsive on the job was likely to be unresponsive at home and
with people
y
on the outside. It was suggested that this type
of individual should develop a definite interest in people
and work
DISAGREA3LE
The disagreable office employee was said to be one that
disagrees with others 1 plans of doing work. Usually this type
of person adjusted this objectionable trait by learning to
accept other peoples’ views and finding out that a thing can
be accomplished in more than one way.
OFFENSIVE
This trait was taken two ways . Many of the employees
spoke of offensive manners and others spoke of it as offensive
odors or manner of dress. It was not taken seriously in
chacking the objectionable trait list.
ANNOYING MANNERISMS
-^t was noticeable that not may office employees have an-
noying mannerisms. This was said to be the cause of noticing
these traits when interviewing the prospective employee. It
was further cited that annoying mannerisms a. e often overlooked
by others because of some bodily defect, but if it is a habit
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it can become very harmful on the job. It was said that man-
nerisms might affect the other employees and not affect the
employer, or visa versa.
GIVING EXCUSES
Giving excuses it was noted usually occurred when the of-
fice employee was late or absent from work. This was toler-
ated at a minimum rate, but would not be tolerated if it hap-
pened too often. This was usually a habit and could be avoid-
ed through right channels of advice.
RUDENESS
Ti was said that not many office employees were actually
rude. That is, not many of them would do things to employees
or to their employers that were mean or hateful, or said un-
kind things about their employers or employees. It was fur-
ther stated that if this was done they would soon lose the re-
spect of the entire office force. These employees were few
and were eliminated before they influenced other employees to
a harmful extent.
LISTLESSNESS
It was said that this trait was very much like the unre-
sponsive person. The employee who seemed to have the lack of
interest and responsiveness was a listless employee. In the
larger companies the office employees were said often times to
be listless because of the nature of their work. If that
person was doing a special kind of job, they would probably
not succeed as well as on a routine job.
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It was extremely interesting to note that most of the
office managers and personnel managers agreed that they must
have a minimum of these traits to succeed and that teachers
must understand these objectionable traits to become a good
teacher and to have an influence upon the student and the
prospective employee.
TABLE IV
DESIRABLE TRAITS LISTED BY THE EMPLOYERS
THAT WERE NOT ON THE ORIGINAL LIST
Accuracy and
technical proficiency
Law office 1
Homogeneous background Law office 1
Character Utility Co. 1
Educational qualifications Utility Co. 1
Loyalty Department
Store
1
Quantity of production Department
Store
1
NAME OF
PERSONALITY TRAIT
TYPE OF CONCERN
LISTING
PERSONALITY TRAITS
FREQUENCY
COUNT OF
PERSONALITY
TRAITS
It was interesting to note that only a few of the concerns
interviewed gave traits that they thought were desirable or
objectionable other than those listed on the personality check
list. However, it was noticed that the particular type of
traits. An attempt will be made to
.: .
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define these traits as they were given at the time of the in-
terview.
ACCURACY and technical proficiency
It was said that in a law office that the office employ-
ees must have a high rate of technical proficiency and accuracy
to make an efficient employee. This was understood from the
nature of the work being done. For instance, if the lawyer
is proving evidence on a case there must not be any chance of
error in the typing of the manuscripts. It was further cited
that the office employee in the lav; office must be a pleasant
person to handle the clients, so it was agreed that the em-
ployee must possess a maximum of all of the desirable traits
and a minimum of the objectionable traits to make a good em-
ployee of the law office.
HOMOGENEOUS BACKGROUND
This desirable trait was said to be one with a regular
smooth running home. If there was confusion at home it would
affect the personality of the employee on the job. It was
interesting to note some of the examples that were cited. For
instance, it was said that because of illness at home one of-
fice employee could not turn out the work as accurately or as
efficiently as had previously been done. It was further stated
that if this home life was well adjusted the employee would
have emotional stability. It was realized that the personalit
traits of the individual on the job had a direct bearing upon
the life that is being influenced on the outside.
y
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CHARACTER
This trait was closely aligned to Morality. This employ-
ment, however, relied heavily on past performances and thought
that the character of the employee had a lot to do with the
desired traits on the job.
LOYALTY
This trait was explained to mean that an employee must
be behind his firm and the manner in which they conducted
their business.
It was realized in checking these traits that the employ-
ers conceded that more people in this particular type of bus-
iness made a success because of the factors that they checked,
and more failed because of the objectionable traits that they
checked
.
QUANTITY OF PRODUCTION
This trait was listed as desirable because this particular
store had to have a certain amount of work turned out every
day, and more people made a success of their job because they
could turn out a given quantity of production. It was noted
that this trait might not be thought of directly as a person-
ality factor, but it was cited by the employer to have a def-
inite bearing upon the personality traits of the employees. It
was cited that work habits of this nature have a definite in-
fluence upon the attitude of the office and the manner in
which work is accomplished.
These traits were defined to show that some of the em-
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ployers interviewed had some very specific reasons for list-
ing these traits, and further to show how these traits had a
correlation value to the other traits previously defined.
TABLE V
OBJECTIONABLE PERSONALITY TRAITS LISTED BY THE EMPLOYERS
NOT ON THE ORIGINAL CHECK LIST
NAME OF
PERSONALITY TRAIT
TYPE OF CONCERN FREQUENCY
LISTING COUNT OF
PERSONALITY TRAIT PERSONALITY
TRAIT
1. Arousing discontent in
other employees
2. Stupidity
3. Indiscreet in
confidential matters
4. Body odors
Utility Co. 1
Utility Co. 1
Law Office 1
Publishing Co. 1
5. Poor judgment Department 1
Store
6. Inability to get along Music Co. 1
with or constant bicker-
ing with fellow
employees
It was interesting to note the objectionable traits that
were given by a few employers that were not on the personality
check list. An attempt will be made to define these traits
as they were given at the time of the interview.
AROUSING DISCONTENT IN OTHER EMPLOYEES
This was best defined by a case study in this particular
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concern. It was said that a secretary in this concern was com-
ing in late and having breakfast after she had reported for
work. This was causing other employees to want to do the same
thing. It led to considerable trouble in the office and it
was necessary for the employer to take steps to stop this act.
However, it was stated that many companies would have fired
the office employee without any consultation.
STUPIDITY
This trait was defined as being hopelessly dull but since
it was listed as stupid it was decided that it must be defined
It was further said that too many of the office applicants
were stupid in applying and stupid with regard to getting along
with their superiors.
INDISCREET IN CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS
It was noted that this particular company had fired a
number of employees because of this one objectionable trait.
It was said that if the employees were not discreet in con-
fidential matters that they would be fired. It was further
noted that this trait was a good one to be aware of in any
office.
It was noticed that most of the concerns interviewed were
very confidential with regard to the policies of their company
Most of theopinions expressed were the opinions of the indivi-
dual and not necessarily of the company. It was the actual
facts that this study wanted to present from a background of
experience rather than from a policy factor of the company.
ti
BODY ODORS
It was interesting to note that one of the office mana-
gers thought this objectionable trait was important enough
to list it among failures. It was stated that the teachers of
our business departments could do something about this with
both the girls and boys.
POOR JUDGMENT
This trait was said to often be the failure of an employ-
ee when he was put in charge of some very responsible job. It
was said that all employees need to have wise judgments on
their activities and associates to make good on the job. It
was particularly noted that people in decision positions must
have good judgments and that many poor judgments have led to
failure on an assigned job.
INABILITY TO GET ALONG WITH OR CONSTANT BICKERING FALLOW
EMPLOYEES
A case was given to substantiate listing this objection-
able trait. It was cited that an office employee was constant
annoying anotheremployee to the point where his work was turn-
ing from good to poor work . It had a definite effect upon
both employees and led to the disruption of the office. The
outcome was that the one who was doing the bickering was fired
but it had its effect upon the entire office force for a long
period after the employee was dismissed. It was stated that
this point could be brought up in our classes to give other
students ideas of what not to do in office employment.
iy
It was conceded after this study had been completed that
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the traits checked as desirable traits and the traits checked
as objectionable traits by the employers gave the teachers and
business man a clearer picture of what they wanted in their
office employees with regard to personality traits. It was
further decided that the business department of our schools
could do a great deal toward developing these traits in our
students and helping the students to overcome the objection-
able traits before they reached the office job.
..
Chapter V
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
i
fc
An attempt was made in this study to find out the most
desirable personality traits with a selected group of office
workers, and to find out the most objectionable traits with
a selected group of office workers. This study hoped to im-
prove the training in the business department to fit better
the new employee to the needs of the business man.
As a result of a study of the research on the subject and
the reactions gained from the personal interviews with the 30
personnel managers and office managers of Boston and New York
City, the following conclusions have been made.
(1) It was evident that the business men interviewed
would like to see a trait development program started in our
business departments in College, High School and Business
Schools.
(2) There was complete agreement among the business men
and women interviewed that personality traits were the biggest
factor toward success or failure with our office employees.
(3) Honesty and Morality were always the pre-requisites
to a good employee whether or not th$r were checked on the list
of personality traits.
(4) Business men concede that personality traits can be
developed and they would like to see these traits developed to
some degree before the students sask employment.
- 57-
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(5) Skills were placed as secondary if the employee had
traits that made him likeable and had the ability to get along
with others.
(6) There was complete agreement that the teachers and
employers must have desirable personality traits, as well as
the employees.
(7) There was constant notice of employers expecting the
schools to train the students in personality traits.
(8) Teachers should acquaint themselves constantly of
the needs of the business men, so they can do a better job of
training the students.
(9) Business men were willing to devote their time to
talks in the business classes so as to give the students an in-
sight into the requirements for the office jobs.
(10) Dress, body orders, and personal hygiene play a big
part in the personality development of an individual.
RECOMMENDATIONS
A course to be offered entitled trait development for the
office job .
Teachers should devise a course that would suit the needs
of personality development for the office employee. It should
not only meet the needs of the office employee, but by special
revision should be adjusted to other types of employment.
The teacher who offers a course of this type would be
conscious of developing the traits in his own personality as
well as the students.
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Business men should be invited to speak to our business
classes to give first hand information on personality needs of
the office employees *
From this study it was found that the personnel managers
and office managers were eager to help the students to know
something about the requirements needed in business. The tea-
chers should invite the business men to speak to their classes
at regular intervals of the school year. It was advised that
they could do a better job of speaking to the business students
who were planning to seek jobs after graduation. It was fur-
ther recommended that the talks should be made to the last two
years of high school students and to any of the business clas-
ses in college and business schools.
Teachers should watch individual growth in their business
classes so they can recommend certain personality adjustments .
When the business teachers were offering a course in trait
developments they could try to help the individual cases, just
as the students need added help in skill requirements. Since
it is thought that personality traits can be developed and
were not always inherent much could be done to make these mal-
adjustments develop into well integrated personalities.
Handbooks on the outstanding traits pointed out by this
study should be printed and furnished to students as well as
office employees .
Many of the personnel managers and office managers inter-
viewed for this study thought that a handbook of these out-
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standing traits should be published so the students and em-
ployees could make a study of their own traits and try to de-
velop a suitable personality for the job.
Many business men conceded that basic intelligence was a
mark of personality in students, employees, and teachers .
Business men said that a normal degree of intelligence
is required in their office jobs, but they went further to say
that intelligence carries with it a weight of personality that
balanced the intelligent factor of the employee.
Harper has this to say in this regard:'*'
We must remember that, as in most other activities,
intelligence and personality are the prime factors
in teaching success.
Closer cooperation with business on the part of the
teacher .
Teachers should always be welcome to come to the offices
to make studies of the traits that were needed on the job.
Business men are willing to help the teachers do a better job
of training our business students. When they go for advice on
these traits they should get other information that would be
valuable. The skill requirements would be studied and the
placement needs should be studied. It v/as found in this study
that the business men are always eager to find out about pro-
spective employees who have been trained for a job.
"'’Harper, Charles A., T,This Matter of Method”, Social Educa-
tion Yearbook, 193&*
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Take 15 minutes time out of every class in business to
stress the needed traits for the .job being trained for .
It was further suggested that if a course in personality
development is not possible in the business department it would
be wise to offer training in these traits in every business
course that was being taught. Repetition of these traits would
leave a lasting impression upon the students being trained.
They would be conscious of these factors when they reached
the job they had trained for.
In-service training for employees should not be necessary
with the right training in schools .
The business men interviewed in this study did not think
the in-service program would be necessary if the schools would
do a better job of training the office employees, many employ-
ees failed in their skill factors because of some personality
factor that affects their skill progress. Therefore, if a
well-planned program of trait development was instituted into
our business classes the carry-over into business would be de-
creased; and the in-service program would not be the concern
of employers.
Finally, the success of the teachers of our business
courses would depend upon the amount of effort put into their
courses. If the wrould make a study of the personality require-
ments needed in these office jobs they certainly could do a
better job of training their students. They should be eager
to know what is going on in business; what kind of employees
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the business man wants; the traits he likes in his employees;
and why they fail, or succeed on the job. If the jobs aren’t
available at the time of graduation the student would be capa-
ble of getting along with people at home and the man on the
street. This training must be started in our business depart-
ments and then it would show results on the job, as well as a
better way of life when the students go about meeting their
problems from day to day.
.(
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APPENDIX
NAMES OR TYPES OF THE 30 CONCERNS INTERVIEWED
1. Utility Company (preferred name to be withheld) Boston.
2. Law Office (preferred name to be withheld) Boston.
3. General Electric Company, Lynn, Mass.
4. Jordan marsh Department Store, Boston.
5. Radio Station WCOP, Boston.
6. Monroe Calculating Company, Boston.
7. International Business Machines, Boston.
£. Bank (name to be withheld).
9.
Harvard Cooperative Society, Cambridge, Mass.
10. Sears Roebuck and Company, Cambridge, Mass.
11. Oil Co. (name to be withheld).
12. New England Mutual Insurance Company, Boston.
13. United Steamship Company, Boston.
14* Salada Tea Company, Boston.
13. American Express and Travel Service, Boston.
16. Sun Oil Company, Boston.
17. Boston Herald and Traveler, Boston.
18. Time, Incorporated, Boston.
19. U. S. Steel Company, Boston.
20. Publishing House (name to be withheld). .
21. Fox Movietone Studios, New York City.
22. Governor Clinton Hotel, New York City.
23. Frank Music Corporation, New York City.
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APPENDIX CONTINUED
24. U. S. Tire and Rubber Company, New York City.
25. Leslie and Conner Department Store, New York City.
26. American Broadcasting System, New York City.
27. New England Tel and Tel, Boston.
28. Boston Public Library, Boston.
29. Macy T s Department Store, New York City.
30. Eastern Airlines, Boston.
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